Low Furness CE Primary School
Spending and Impact of Primary P.E. & Sport Funding Financial Year 1st April 2017 – 31st March 2018
Total Primary P.E. & Sport Funding allocation: £7747
(SP16 – C/Fwd. - £4197)
(SP16 – April – August 2017 - £3550)
(SP17 – Sept 17 – March 18 - £)
Dates

Activity / Purchase

Cost

April 2017

Paul Rawlinson
Golf coaching for all children
8 x 1 hour sessions provided in the Spring
term 2017

£720

May 2017

Yorkshire Purchasing
Purchase of cricket, hockey and rounders
balls. Also a pack of 6 relay batons, rubber
quoits and 2 packs of floor spots.

£97.16

June 2017

Yorkshire Purchasing
Purchase of 12 Size 4 rugby balls solely for
the use of Key Stage Tag-Rugby Club

£65.90
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Impact
Not only did the children develop their golf skills, in
addition, the coaching also provided continued
professional development for the teaching staff. Golf
is an area of physical education which is not strength
of many of the staff; the coaching sessions have
resulted in colleagues having increased confidence in
the teaching of this discipline.
Each Key Stage 2 class entered a team into a timed
inter school event. The coaching has had the impact
of enabling the two Year 3/4 teams and the Year 5/6
team to qualify for the finals which were held in
Barrow –in – Furness on 15.6.17
After an audit of the PE equipment it was discovered
that additional resources were required. The purchase
of this PE equipment has ensured our ‘summer sport’
can be developed using quality resources.
The Key Stage after-school Tag Rugby Club which
has up to 20 children from Year 3 - 6 attending each
week lacked quality resources.
The balls were purchased and are stored in a bag in a
safe environment so no longer become played with
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and lost at playtimes.
This has resulted in the equipment being readily
available, the children having the weekly opportunity
to practice their skills and the quality of play improving
June 2017

June 2017

June 2017

Sportsafe UK
Inspection of PE Equipment

£25

Northern Archery
All children from Nursery to Year 6 had the
opportunity to experience a different sport in
a safe and non-threatening environment.
This was done over 6 days with the children
working in small groups with two qualified
coaches who provided all the equipment

£1860

Equip4Education
Purchase of an outdoor PE equipment
container

£1884

An essential inspection to ensure our children are
safe when doing physical activity inside. Some areas
for development have been identified and the followup work has been commissioned.
A very popular and rewarding activity for all children
but particularly those who shy away from too much
physical activity. However, it would be good if ways
could be found to reduce the ‘waiting time.’
Very expensive for 6 days coaching so this will now
be delivered every second year.
The Sport’s Council had brought up at their most
recent meeting that the indoor PE store was
constantly untidy and it was difficult to assess
equipment. An outdoor container was sourced and
purchased; this has been sited on the Key Stage 2
playground.
Equipment is now easily assessable and it is now
being used more effectively and more regularly.

Total
£4652.06
Overall all of the above have resulted in the children having greater confidence in themselves, a greater commitment to the school
and increased teamworking skills.
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